Introduction {#s0010}
============

Affect is well known to influence instrumental action [@bib0010]. Contemporary literature on multiple behavioral control systems suggests that such affective biasing of instrumental action reflect interactions between a Pavlovian or 'affective' system and an instrumental system [@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040]. According to this literature, appetitive and aversive values can transfer to and interact with an instrumental system, thus biasing our instrumental behavior. Although affective biasing of instrumental action are usually adaptive, they may also corrupt behavior, as illustrated by behavioral anomalies in psychiatric disorders [@bib0045], [@bib0050]. The prefrontal cortex (PFC), a region compromised in a variety of psychiatric disorders [@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065], has been suggested to override affective biasing of instrumental action [@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085]. Causal evidence has been provided by Volman et al. [@bib0075], who have shown that inhibiting the anterior PFC using continuous theta burst transcranial magnetic stimulation *increases* affective biasing of rule-based behavior by affective faces. The obvious next step is to establish whether the PFC can be modified to *reduce* affective biasing of behavior, for example for therapeutic purposes.

The aim of the present study was to assess in a large sample of healthy subjects whether prefrontal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can be used to *reduce* affective biasing of instrumental action. This noninvasive brain stimulation technique modulates regional neural excitability by delivering a constant low current that shifts the neurons\' resting membrane potential toward depolarization or hyperpolarization, depending on montage and polarity (anodal/cathodal) of the electrodes. Therefore, tDCS has the potential for bidirectional polarity dependent modulation such that anodal tDCS increases and cathodal tDCS decreases neural excitability [@bib0090]. In a double-blind, randomized between-group design, we assigned participants to one of three stimulation groups: anodal, cathodal, and sham (placebo). Affective biasing of instrumental action was quantified with a modified version of a validated affective decision making task [@bib0095]. This task requires participants to perform learned approach/avoidance actions in response to instrumental targets, while being primed by affective (angry/happy) faces. Using a similar task, we have previously demonstrated that instrumental action is biased by affective cues even in young healthy volunteers: angry (versus happy) face-stimuli facilitated instrumental avoidance while inhibiting instrumental approach actions [@bib0095].

We predicted bidirectional effects of prefrontal anodal and cathodal tDCS (versus sham) on this affective biasing effect, based on previous studies demonstrating a key role for the PFC in related affective biasing paradigms [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085]. Thus, given the hypothesis that the PFC can override affective biasing, we anticipated that increasing PFC excitability with anodal tDCS would reduce affective biasing of instrumental action. Conversely, decreasing PFC excitability with cathodal tDCS was anticipated to increase affective biasing of instrumental action.

Materials and methods {#s0015}
=====================

Participants {#s0020}
------------

A total of 121 students from the Radboud University were included. One replacement participant was included, due to an error running the experimental task (resulting in *n* = 121), to have a total of 120 complete datasets: 40 per stimulation group (anodal/cathodal/sham). Given the gender differences in the processing of affective faces [@bib0100], and to reduce between-subject variability, this study was restricted to women. All participants were healthy with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Exclusion criteria were regular use of medication (except for contraceptives), use of psychotropic drugs and conditions affecting posture and limb movements (preventing completion of the experimental paradigm, which involved posture/limb movements; see below). Participants were matched across stimulation groups on education level (all received higher level education) and age (in years) (*F*~(2,\ 117)~ = 1.21, *p* = 0.301; anodal: *M* = 22.3, *SD* = 2.64, cathodal: *M* = 21.9, *SD* = 2.53, sham: *M* = 21.4, *SD* = 2.81). All participants gave written informed consent and received payment or course credits as a reimbursement for participation. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethical committee (2013/240).

General procedure {#s0025}
-----------------

Upon arrival, participants were reminded of the experimental procedure. Subsequently, we positioned the tDCS electrodes on the participants\' heads and they received instructions for the affective decision making task. Participants completed this task while at the same time (online) receiving anodal, cathodal or sham tDCS that targeted the PFC. Two separate experimenters enabled adherence to a double blind randomized procedure: one of the experimenters, blind to the stimulation condition, instructed the participants, whereas the other experimenter applied the stimulation.

Transcranial direct current stimulation {#s0030}
---------------------------------------

The bilateral prefrontal targets for tDCS were selected based on previous brain stimulation work [@bib0075]: two electrodes (each 2 by 3.5 cm, with a split cable, i.e., 14 cm^2^ in total; resulting current density of 0.071 mA/cm^2^ at 1 mA) were placed on the anterior PFC, at the Fp1 and Fp2 positions respectively according to the 10/20 EEG system. The spatial accuracy of the 10/20 system is considered sufficient given the limited spatial resolution of tDCS [@bib0105]. A large reference electrode (5 by 10 cm, i.e., 50 cm^2^) strongly minimizing the current density (0.02 mA/cm^2^ at 1 mA), and thereby the effectiveness of stimulation at the reference site [@bib0110], was placed along the midline with its posterior short side above the inion ([Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This reference electrode location was chosen to maximize frontal-posterior current flow through the anterior PFC by minimizing lateral shunting along the skin [@bib0115] and at the same time preventing stimulation of the vestibular system implicated in body balance and equilibrium [@bib0120]. Prior to the placement of the electrodes we prepared the participants\' scalp with alcohol and abrasive gel to increase conductance. We used conductive rubber electrodes in combination with Ten20 EEG conductive paste (Weaver and Company, Aurora, CO) to ensure optimal fixation and conductance throughout the experiment. tDCS was applied using a battery-driven DC-stimulator system (NeuroConn, Germany). For both tDCS conditions, 1 mA was delivered for 25 minutes with 30 s of each ramping-up and ramping-down. For 'anodal tDCS', the anterior PFC target electrodes were connected as anode and the ineffective reference electrode as cathode. The polarity was reversed for 'cathodal tDCS'. For the sham condition, the anodal configuration was used but was merely ramped-up to 1 mA and ramped-down to 0 mA within the first 60 s to mimic initial skin sensations without any effective stimulation [@bib0090]. This manipulation, together with our between-subjects design, ensured that the stimulation protocol remained blind to the participants. A three-choice questionnaire (stimulated, not stimulated, not sure) that was administered at the end of the experiment showed that participants were not aware of the stimulation condition received (chi-square test; *χ*^2^~(4)~ = 1.42, *p* = 0.841).

Affective decision making task {#s0035}
------------------------------

The current paradigm was a modified version of a previously employed affective decision making task combined with a balance board [@bib0095] ([Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Analogous to classic Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer tasks [@bib0030], the current version consisted of two separate phases. In the first phase, the instrumental learning phase, participants were required to learn the instrumental responses. The second phase consisted of a transfer phase in extinction (i.e., without reinforcement) with concurrent tDCS, where we assessed the primary effect of interest, affective biasing of instrumental action. The rationale for disentangling instrumental learning from the transfer phase in the current version is to isolate the effects of tDCS on the transfer of affective value to instrumental behavior from the potential influence of tDCS on instrumental learning. The exact procedure per phase is described below.

### Instrumental learning phase {#s0040}

This phase consisted of a probabilistic learning task, where participants had to learn to choose between whole body go- and no go--responses by trial and error on the basis of monetary outcome (wins/losses of 0.20€). The task was framed in terms of a gems collecting task. It consisted of two types of blocks with different action-contexts: approach and avoidance action-contexts. The action-context determined the nature of the go-response in a block: approach or avoidance. In the approach action-context, participants had to choose between an (active) approach go-response versus a (passive) approach no go--response upon presentation of the instrumental target (colored shape, representing a gem). Similarly, in the avoidance action-context the choice was between an avoidance go-response versus an avoidance no go--response. Thus, in total, there were four types of instrumental response: approach-go, approach--no go, avoidance-go, avoidance--no go.

On each trial, the instrumental target appeared either on the left or right side of the screen, upon which the participant had to make a go- or no go--response. For the go-responses (approach-go/avoidance-go), participants were instructed to make sideway (not forward/backward) steps toward (approach-go) or away from (avoid-go) the side where the gem was presented to approach or avoid the gem respectively ([Fig. 1B](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} \[right\]). Participants were instructed to remain stationary in the center of the board for a no go--response (approach--no go/avoid--no go).

Go- and no go--responses were equally rewarded by designating the go-response as the optimal response to half of the instrumental targets. In the approach action-context, good gems (targets 1--3) were to be approached, whereas bad gems (targets 4--6) were not. Similarly, bad gems in the avoidance action-context (targets 7--9) were to be avoided, whereas good gems (targets 10--12) were not. As such, the value of the four types of instrumental responses was matched. Participants were informed that correct choices were reinforced probabilistically, but not about the nature of the probabilistic associations (*p*(win\|correct) = 0.70).

If a go-response had not been made within 2500 ms, a no go--response was recorded. Response feedback in terms of a square turning orange for a go-response; remaining white for a no go--response was provided (500 ms) before the monetary outcome (1000 ms). The intertrial interval was jittered (2500 ± 500 ms). Participants were required to return to their starting position (i.e., the center of the board) at the outcome presentation, if a go-response had been made.

This phase had a total duration of 13 minutes, and consisted of 120 instrumental learning trials divided into 6 blocks. The blocks alternated between approach and avoidance action-contexts, with 3 blocks per action-context, each containing 18, 24, and 18 trials respectively. The instrumental targets (gems) consisted of 12 different colored shapes and were randomly assigned to the two blocks, such that different instrumental stimuli occurred in the two blocks. The order of blocks was randomized across participants. To increase ecological validity and participants\' motivation during the experimental task, we told participants that they would receive the total amount of monetary gain as a bonus (on top of the reimbursement).

### Transfer phase {#s0045}

This crucial phase enabled us to assess the transfer of affective value to instrumental action. The trial events were the same as in the instrumental learning phase, except for two main differences. First, the instrumental target was preceded by an affective (angry/happy) face-stimulus that was presented centrally on the screen. The presentation duration of this face-stimulus varied between 500 and 3000 ms. Second, this phase was in extinction: monetary outcomes were no longer presented. Participants were instructed that their wins and losses for each trial counted toward their total monetary gain (nominal extinction).

Face-stimuli consisted of adult Caucasian faces from 36 models (18 men) from several databases [@bib0125], [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. Each model showed two expressions (angry/happy), matched for brightness and contrast. Faces were trimmed to exclude influence from hair and nonfacial contours [@bib0145]. Model identity was pseudo-randomized, such that different models occurred in the different action-contexts, but occurred equally often for each type of instrumental response within an action-context. The allocation of models to action-contexts was randomized across participants and balanced across stimulation condition. This phase had a total duration of approximately 25 minutes, and consisted of 216 test trials divided into 6 blocks. The blocks, each consisting of 36 trials, alternated between approach and avoidance action-context.

The set-up in this paradigm was the same as in our previous study [@bib0095] ([Fig. 2B](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} (left)). Participants performed the affective decision making task on a custom-made strain gauge force plate (dimensions: 1 m × 1 m; sampling frequency: 100 Hz), which consisted of four sensors measuring forces in the (vertical) z-direction. To quantify body posture and stepping performance, time series of the center of pressure, for the anterior--posterior and the medio-lateral direction, were derived. Visual stimuli were presented 1 m in front of the participant at eye height on a 22-inch height-adjustable screen.

Data analyses {#s0050}
-------------

Posturographic data analyses were performed in MATLAB R2009b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). All participants complied with the instructions and understood the task as evidenced by the small percentage of errors during the transfer phase (*M*~percentage~ = 0.4, *SD* = 0.6; range 0--3; an error is defined as making go-responses at the wrong moment or in the wrong direction). Two participants from the cathodal group were excluded from the analyses due to technical errors: (1) displacement of more than 2 cm of the left prefrontal electrode during stimulation; and (2) detachment of the cable from the reference electrode, resulting in abortion of stimulation while performing the task.

The primary analyses that were performed to assess the tDCS effects on the transfer of affective value to instrumental action are described in the following subsection. Additional analyses on the proportion of correct responses (i.e., responses leading to an optimal outcome) were conducted to check whether there was equal (1) performance in terms of accuracy during the instrumental learning phase and (2) generalization of the acquired instrumental responses to the transfer phase between the stimulation groups. All these premises were met (see Supplementary material).

### Transfer of affective value to instrumental action {#s0055}

Following our previous study [@bib0095], we calculated: (1) the proportion of instrumental go-responses (*P*~go~ = go/\[go + nogo\]), and (2) reaction time (RT) of correct instrumental go-responses. Our primary effect measure of interest was the affective bias score, representing affective biasing of instrumental action, and was calculated as follows: (angry_avoidance + happy_approach) minus (angry_approach + happy_avoidance). This effect could be manifested in terms of RT as well as *P*~go~ [@bib0030], [@bib0095]. Therefore, we computed a composite score of the correct RT and *P*~go~ [@bib0150], [@bib0155]. To this end, both RT and *P*~go~ measures were z-scored (RT was reversed so that it indexed speed with higher scores corresponding with vigor), and their sum was divided by 2 to obtain the composite score (Composite = (−1\*RT*z* + *P*~go~*z*)/2). Subsequently, a mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the composite scores with affect (angry/happy) × action-context (approach/avoidance) × stimulation (anodal/cathodal/sham) was performed. Finally, follow up analyses were performed for RT and *P*~go~ separately to test whether any significant effects in terms of the composite score were driven by RT and/or *P*~go~. The calculation of the composite score and all the following analyses were performed after exclusion of subjects that represented outliers on the basis of the affective bias score in terms of RT and *P*~go~. These subjects showed a bias score \>3 SD from the mean and influenced the assumptions for parametric tests (Shapiro--Wilks, *p *\<* *0.001). Age was still comparable between the stimulation groups in this remaining sample (anodal: *n* = 36; cathodal: *n* = 34; sham: *n* = 35; *F*~(2102)~ = 0.886, *p* = 0.415). For completeness, we also performed an additional nonparametric Kruskal--Wallis test for multiple independent-samples across the whole sample including the outliers. The result of this additional analysis is described in detail in the Supplementary material and is comparable with the results from the parametric tests.

For all analyses, significant interaction effects were followed up by simple (interaction) effects analyses. Alpha was set at 0.05.

Results {#s0060}
=======

Effects of tDCS on transfer of affective value to instrumental action {#s0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows the raw mean data of the transfer phase of the affective decision making task in terms of RT, *P*~go~, and composite scores. As expected, prefrontal tDCS reduced affective biasing of instrumental action. An ANOVA of the composite score revealed a significant affect (angry/happy) × action-context (approach/avoidance) × stimulation (anodal/cathodal/sham) interaction (*F*~(2102)~ = 5.53, *p* = 0.005, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.08). However, contrary to our expectations this interaction was driven by the effect of cathodal stimulation (cathodal versus sham: *F*~(1,67)~ = 10.35, *p* = 0.002, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.134; cathodal versus anodal: *F*~(1,68)~ = 6.17, *p* = 0.015, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.083), but not anodal stimulation (anodal versus sham: *F*~(1,69)~ = 1.07, *p* = 0.305, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.015). Consistently, follow up analyses within the stimulation groups revealed significant affective biasing effects in sham and anodal stimulation (affect × action-context interaction; *F*~(1,34)~ = 8.57, *p* = 0.006, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.201, and *F*~(1,35)~ = 4.23, *p* = 0.047, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.108 respectively) but not in cathodal stimulation (*F*~(1,33)~ = 2.06, *p* = 0.161, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.059). Specifically, angry (versus happy) faces potentiated avoidance (versus approach) actions in sham and anodal, but not in cathodal stimulation. A main effect of action-context in the main ANOVA indicated a go-bias (increased vigor) in the approach versus avoidance action-context (*F*~(1102)~ = 29.5, *p *\<* *0.001, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.224).

Follow up analyses showed that the cathodal effects on affective biasing were mainly driven by RT, and not by *P*~go~ (affect × action × stimulation; RT: *F*~(2102)~ = 5.39, *p* = 0.006, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.095; *P*~go~: *F*~(2102)~ = 0.49, *p* = 0.613, *η~p~*^2^* *= 0.010). In line with the analyses above, cathodal tDCS reduced affective biasing of instrumental action in terms of RT compared with sham (*F*~(1,67)~ = 9.89, *p* = 0.002, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.129); other comparisons between stimulation groups were not significant (*F* \< 3.10, *p* \> 0.083) ([Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). The affective biasing of instrumental action in terms of RT was significant in the sham group (*F*~(1,34)~ = 12.82, *p *\<* *0.001, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.274), but not in the cathodal group (*F*~(1,33)~ = 0.710, *p* = 0.405, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.021). Affective biasing of instrumental action in terms of RT in the anodal group did not reach significance (*F*~(1,35)~ = 2.26, *p* = 0.142, *η~p~*^2^ =* *0.061). To further explore whether the cathodal tDCS effects on affective biasing of instrumental action depended on time, we ran the same ANOVA of RT including time as a within-subject factor (transfer phase blocks: T1/T2/T3). There was no interaction effect of time (affect × action-context × time × stimulation; *F*~(1102)~ = 0.29, *p* = 0.886, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.006). For the cathodal versus sham comparison only, there was no interaction effect of time either (*F*~(2,66)~ = 0.21, *p* = 0.810, *η~p~*^2^ = 0.810).

Taken together, these results suggest that cathodal tDCS rather than anodal tDCS reduced the transfer of affective value to instrumental action.

Discussion {#s0070}
==========

The main aim of the current study was to assess whether affective biasing of instrumental action can be reduced using prefrontal tDCS. To this end we compared the effects of prefrontal anodal, cathodal and sham tDCS on a task that enables assessment of affective biasing of instrumental action by affective face-stimuli in a double-blind, randomized between-group design. Our data demonstrate that affective biasing of instrumental action can indeed be reduced using prefrontal tDCS, and thus extend previous findings of increased affective biasing of action due to prefrontal brain stimulation [@bib0075].

The current finding is particularly relevant in light of psychiatric conditions that are characterized by excessive transfer of affective value to instrumental action [@bib0050], [@bib0160], such as impulse control disorders and addictive disorders [@bib0165], [@bib0170]. This finding opens avenues to start exploring tDCS\'s effect in these psychiatric conditions. For example, it would be interesting to assess whether tDCS can boost treatment effects in these psychiatric disorders. This is particularly of clinical interest considering the potential of tDCS as a tool for targeting the PFC as opposed to other brain stimulation techniques, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS is relatively easy to apply, low in cost and relatively painless.

The mechanisms of the current tDCS effects remain unclear. We describe at least three potential mechanisms below. In contrast with our main prediction, the reduction of affective biasing was obtained with cathodal rather than anodal tDCS. The observation that prefrontal cathodal (rather than anodal) tDCS abolished the transfer of affective value to instrumental action is remarkable given previous work showing that the PFC is involved in instrumental control and overriding affective biases [@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0175], [@bib0180]. Based on these previous findings, we expected to find the opposite -- an increase in affective biasing -- for cathodal stimulation, which has been suggested to reduce excitability [@bib0090]. However, we should also highlight studies that show an important role of PFC regions in Pavlovian-instrumental interactions [@bib0185], [@bib0190], [@bib0195]. Indeed, regions of the PFC have been suggested to serve as cognitive control regions by supporting the convergence of disparate information through local connections and interconnections with other brain structures, thereby orchestrating complex behavior, including affective biasing of action [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210], [@bib0215]. Recent findings suggest that, for instance, the ventromedial PFC may function as a hub that integrates input from different systems for value computation, and translates these signals into affective behavior [@bib0025], [@bib0220], [@bib0225], [@bib0230]. Thus, one possibility is that prefrontal cathodal tDCS decreased excitability in neural populations crucial for the integration of Pavlovian and instrumental signals: reduced integration of the affective value from the affective faces at the moment of decision may thus have resulted in decreased biasing of instrumental action by affective value.

Alternatively, the observed effects reflect a paradoxical potentiation of instrumental control per se. Instead of decreasing neural excitability, cathodal tDCS might have paradoxically increased the neural excitability in the targeted brain region. The dichotomy between anode-excitatory and cathode-inhibitory may be an oversimplification of the tDCS mechanisms, and has not been established outside the motor cortex [@bib0235]. Moreover, prior work has demonstrated that inhibitory effects of cathodal stimulation can reverse depending on the timing, duration and intensity of stimulation [@bib0240], [@bib0245]. For instance, it has been shown that cathodal tDCS effects (2 mA for 20 min) resembled effects of anodal tDCS and enhanced cortical excitability, whereas cathodal tDCS with lower intensity (1 mA) for the same duration resulted in decreased excitability [@bib0240]. However, the fact that we did not observe an effect of anodal tDCS suggests that a different mechanism may underlie the current cathodal effects. In future work, multi-modal imaging methods could be combined with independent measures of goal-directed instrumental control to disentangle the two hypotheses regarding the mechanistic basis of the observed effect of cathodal tDCS.

It is unlikely that cathodal tDCS reduced affective biasing by altering other cognitive functions associated with the PFC, such as attention to the instrumental targets or to the affective faces [@bib0250], [@bib0255]. If cathodal tDCS would have impacted attentional processes, we would have expected reduced accuracy levels. However, we did not observe an effect of tDCS on accuracy in the transfer phase and the transition between the instrumental learning and the transfer phase (see Supplementary material). The lack of these effects suggests that cathodal tDCS did not alter the processing of the instrumental targets themselves.

It is important to note that caution is warranted when ascribing the effects of cathodal tDCS to the modulation of excitability in a specific region of the PFC. Indeed given the complexity and size of the current experiment, we opted not to include yet another stimulation condition to control for anatomical specificity within the PFC. Additionally, we cannot rule out the possibility that prefrontal cathodal tDCS influenced excitability in remote, yet interconnected subcortical areas, such as in the striatum and midbrain [@bib0260], [@bib0265], [@bib0270], [@bib0275]; these areas are also associated with affective processing and affective modulation of instrumental behavior [@bib0020], [@bib0195], [@bib0280]. In line with previous suggestions [@bib0285], [@bib0290], [@bib0295], we suggest that considerable work is necessary to establish the precise mechanism underlying the effect of our cathodal tDCS protocol.

Taken together, our results demonstrate the potential utility of prefrontal tDCS as a tool for reducing affective biasing of instrumental behavior. Our finding that prefrontal cathodal tDCS abolishes affective biasing of instrumental action strengthens the hypothesis that the PFC plays a crucial role in regulating interactions between distinct Pavlovian and instrumental control systems [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0185], [@bib0190]. However, unlike prior work [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085], the present finding raises the possibility that the role of the PFC is not restricted to overriding Pavlovian biases, but extends to promoting synergism between Pavlovian and instrumental systems. Accordingly, the present findings represent an important step in inspiring future research into the mechanisms by which the PFC contributes to regulating affective biases. Finally, given the relevance of enhancing optimal decisions in society and clinical practice, future research, for instance using multi-modal imaging methods to specify the underlying mechanism of the current findings, may have significant theoretical and practical implications.
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![tDCS montage. The anterior PFC (Fp1 and Fp2) was targeted bilaterally with two small electrodes (each 2 by 3.5 cm; anode for 'anodal tDCS', and cathode for 'cathodal tDCS') connected via a split cable, and the reference electrode (cathode for 'anodal tDCS', and anode for 'cathodal tDCS') was placed along the midline with its posterior short side above the inion (5 by 10 cm).](brs851-fig-0001){#f0010}

![(A) Affective decision making task. *Instrumental learning phase:* Trial events from the approach and avoidance block respectively. Upon presentation of the instrumental target, participants were required to make a go- or no go--response within 2500 ms. Response feedback (500 ms) was provided before the monetary outcome (1000 ms). In these examples a go-response had been recorded as indicated by the orange-colored squares during the response feedback phase. The duration of the intertrial interval was 2500 ms on average. *Transfer phase:* Trial events were the same as in the instrumental learning phase, except that the instrumental target was preceded by an affective (angry/happy) face-prime (\~1500 ms). (B) Balance board apparatus (left) and examples of a go-response (right) in the approach and the avoidance block respectively. Approach-go: sideway step on the balance board toward the side of the instrumental target. Avoidance-go: sideway step on the balance board away from the side of the instrumental target. Approach-/avoidance--no go--responses involved remaining stationary at the center of the balance board.](brs851-fig-0002){#f0015}

![Affective biasing of instrumental action in terms of reaction time for anodal, cathodal and sham tDCS separately. Cathodal (versus sham) tDCS showed reduced degree to which angry (versus happy) faces potentiate avoidance (versus approach) actions, indicating that cathodal tDCS reduced transfer of affective value to instrumental action. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.](brs851-fig-0003){#f0020}

###### 

Raw mean data on the transfer phase of the affective decision making task.

                                        Reaction time (ms)   Proportion go (%)   Composite z-score                            
  ------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ----------- ------------ -------------
  ***Anodal (N*** ***=*** ***36)***                                                                                           
  Angry                                 980(27)              1047(29)            54.6(1.5)           52.1(2.0)   0.17(0.13)   −0.15(0.13)
  Happy                                 976(28)              1065(31)            55.1(1.5)           51.9(2.2)   0.21(0.13)   −0.21(0.14)
  ***Cathodal (N*** ***=*** ***34)***                                                                                         
  Angry                                 940(21)              1060(27)            56.2(1.8)           52.7(2.0)   0.37(0.11)   −0.16(0.14)
  Happy                                 954(24)              1059(27)            55.3(1.9)           52.1(2.1)   0.28(0.12)   −0.18(0.14)
  ***Sham (N*** ***=*** ***35)***                                                                                             
  Angry                                 1020(29)             1077(26)            55.5(1.5)           51.9(1.9)   0.09(0.12)   −0.25(0.13)
  Happy                                 976(27)              1097(26)            54.7(1.5)           51.0(1.8)   0.19(0.11)   −0.35(0.13)

Values represent the means (SEM) of reaction times, proportion of go responses, and an overall score indexing the ability of making the response (composite z-scores of the reaction time and proportion go).

[^1]: R. Cools and K. Roelofs contributed equally to this work.
